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ABSTRACT

This work presents a special type of interactions produced in emulsion targets ex-
posed to different incident beams of light ions at a few GeV per nucleon. The events
characterised by multifragment break-up of the projectile nucleus which are produced via
peripheral collisions or due to the effect of the Coulomb field of the target nucleus have
been selected. The size of impact parameter must be considered for determining the type
of the interaction. The results are compared with other collected data at energies (up
to 200 GeV/nucleon). The dependence of electromagnetic dissociation cross section on
the incident projectile energy is investigated. Also, a comparison of the experimental
data with the assumed virtual photon spectrum*18'22-23' using Weizsacker-Williams (WW)
method*33* is made.
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/ - Introduction

Recent successive experimeiils (-VMfi. is.2fi) j n n u c | c a r collisions for

(JifTcrenl projectiles ;ind energies vvitli several lypes of targets lead to

study important d i ce Is according to (he value of llie impact parameter

h which determines the type of the interaction. The importance of

study at small impact parameter, is to observe new forms of nuclear

matter l ike the quai k-gluon plasma. Whereas in our case, the

interest ing study i nvo l v i ng impact parameters exceeding the

difference between the two radii of projecti le and target nucleus

( b > I R p - R i l where R(, and Rt are the radii of projectile and target

nucleus respect ive ly) , could be performed. Consequently no

catastrophic or central co l l is ion could occur. Here, peripheral

collisions and very strong electromagnetic field interactions for a very

short lime at Ihe nucleus are produced. The coll ision between two

nuclei is peripheral when IR,,- R|l< b< R p + R t, and the inleracions are

essentially electro-magnetic for (b) larger than the sum of projectile

and target radii <b > R(, + R t). Different fragmentation mechanisms

reported*1-*' based on this impact parameter. The importance of the study

for such these peripheral reactions lies in understanding the

mechanisms of nuelar interactions and nuclear structure. Beside the

electromagnetic effect*91 which considered as a source of background

1 for these nuclear interactions and indicated to the formation and

possible features for a quark gluon plasma.

Due 1o an interest which has been focused on the fragmentation

of (he project i le nucleus either by peripheral co l l is ion or by

dissociation through the Coulomb field of a target nucleus, we

concentrate this study on specific reaction channels which are



produced from the interactions of 3 A GeV/c 7 L i and 4.5 A GeV/c I 2 C with

emulsion compared with the corresponding channels at di f ferent

energies. The porjectile fragmentation and electromagnetic dissociation

cross sections are estimated. This fragmentation of incident projectile

in nucleus-nucleus coll ision can be induced by the strong nuclear

interaction or by the electromagnetic interaction. The first one occured

when (he two col l iding nuclei penetrate each other with different

degrees of impact parameter which complicates the analysis of these

types, as the projectile fragmentation becomes one of the possibilities

exist. The second one occured when the two nuclei do not penetrate

each other, then, the Coulomb field excites any of the two nuclei are

considered . The passage of a projectile charge through a nuclear target

f ield provides an electromagnetic pulse of short duration and is

enhanced due lo Ihe Lorentz contraction. Such pulse can be sufficiently

energetic lo excite giant resonances in (he nucleus, or lo create lepton

pairs (like e~e + pairs) or pious. The long range of the electromagnetic

interaction leads to large cross sections, which can be easily verified

exper imenta l ly . Many experimental ists (21- 27> 2S> have given an

evidence for the existence of electromagnetic multiple processes. The

break - up of the projectile nucleus by the coulomb field of target

nucleus, called electromagnetic dissociation (ED), had been observed in

absorption of cosmic rays by Tungsten - nuclei (2>. The same effect was

reported by Heckman and Lindstrom ( l 6> using the Bevalac accelerator.

\iD cross sections have been measured in some experiments <5' 6> l0- 23* 2f>J

and compared with the calculated one <5"7- l0-23- 26> from a virtual photon

spectrum obtained using the Weizsacker - Will iams (WW) model (22-23).

The model assumes that a flux of photons around the nucleus,



whenever and ihe photon energy spectrum is computed classically <8- 9>

I4.IH..I.I> . u u | i|-c;iicj by quantum mechanical calculations distinguished

by mullipoiarilies of photon spectrum.

2. Experiment and Results:

2.1 Irradiation of the stack, scantling and selection of the

events:

The present work has been carried out using standard emulsion

stacks of BR-2 type ; they are exposed to 4.5 AGeV l 2C-ions and 3.0 A GeV

7 Li-ions at Dubna Synchrophasotron, Russia. The dimensions of the

pellicetls are 20cm X 10cm X 600u.m.

Scanning was carried out by the along the track method. Total

number of 1000 and 968 inelastic interactions were found along total

scanned length of 150.7 m and 150.0 in for I 2 C and 7Li-Km. respectively.

In each interaction, the multiplicities of shower tracks ( n s ) , the

heavy (racks ii|, (grey Hacks "iij," + black tracks "ii|>") are identified.

The projectile fragments (Pf's) of charge Z 2 2 were recorded. These

(PC's) are identified by measuring the grain density and S-ray count ing

as given in Ref.(3,5) . For this, a correct judgement is made by

measuring a sample of ptiorly identified fragments with z=2 from (I2C—>

3a) a n d (7Li—> a + H ) . A systematic charge determination were only

performed on fragments with Z > 2 using stack calibration curve which

exhibits the proportionality between the number of 5-rays N§ and the

square of atomic number (Z 2 ) . The curve in Fig. ( I .a) is established

from incident l 2 C and their fragments as follows:

I) The mean number of 6 - rays/cm is de t e rmined from the

distributions of the incident ! 2 C-ions (z=6) and a - f r a g m e n t s ( Z = 2 )

:
i • • • • ' - - • - •• '••



produced From clean ' 2C dissociation into 3a (i.e. I 2 C - * 3a) events, as

in Fig. (I .b) and Fig. ( l .c) , respectively.

i l ) These results yielded two points which wi th the or igin

constitute tlie curve shown in Fig ( l .a). The linear density of 6-rays for

a relativistic particles (v/c - I ) is dN/dx = a,,Z2 where ao is a proportional

parameter = 3/cm in nuclear emulsion. The latter parameter practically

depends on the accepted minimum range of the ejected electron. As it is

well known (hal ( 1 ) , up to a charge z=IO, the identification is relatively

easy to count S-rays, whereas for z>IO, the 5-ray density approaches

large populated values which are diff icult to be measured.

The projection angles of the pf's produced are measured by

getting tan 0 = A y / A x (where Ay is the deviation of the track after a

longitucleiial length Ax = I Omni in the forward direction). Refering to

I lecktnai t* l 7 ! and others'-1"4'. the measuring projection angles of Z>2 pfs

arc approximately equal (o (heir space angles because they are more

flatter and consequently their dip angles are very small.

Since our main object is to study the projectile multifragmenls

either by more peripheral nuclear col l is ion or by pure Coulomb

dissociation, it is important to differentiate between their character-

istics and try to distinguish each of them separately from the

experimental observations. The expected spectral characteristics of ED

events are generally classified as follows:*5*

1) No low energy particle emitted (Nh=0 events) i.e. no target

evapora t ion .

2) The sum of produced fragment charges (Zp) is equal to the

incident projectile charge <Zpr.) i.e. (Zpr.= 2 Zp).

3) No leplon pair produced or (J-decay.



4) No recoil proton or nucleus.

5) Strong coltinuition of the fragments in the forward hemisphere

direction in which !hc is determined by the approximate relation e P F ^

P [ : /F j . where P, is the incident momentum and PF is the Fermi

momentum which is equal to 158 MeV/c and 221 MeV/c ( 2 S ) for 7 L i and

i 2 C , respectively. This gives 0PF<3.O° in our case at Dubna energy. The

details of the selection criteria for these ED events are given in Ref.(5).

By applying these stringent selection criteria on our experimental data

of l 2C-Ein. interactions at 4.5 A GeV and compared with that of l 6 O - E m .

interactions at 200 A GeV(5) i We get about 6% from the total inelastic

events resulting from the dissociation process which are due to both

Coulomb and diffraction effect on incident I 2 C at Dubna energy, while

tiiis ratio is about 10% for K )O projectile at CERN energy.

Table ( I ) represents the total number of analysed inelastic

collisions for each beam. The selected events of n^O which are due to

Miffract ior i 'dissociation on the nuclear target surface and also to

Coulomb dissociation occuring at impact parameter b>R|> + Rr , '»s

explained before, are included. We observed event by event to select ED

events from all fn]T —0> events. Also, the ED events can be divided into

two groups, one of them is owing to the Coulomb field effect and the

other is due to the diffraction on target surface. These could be

separated experimentally by div id ing the restricted angle of the

emission fragment (9,,f < 3°) into two ranges. This discription has been

borne out by the observations. This has been performed depending on

the observation numbers of ED events which are not associated with

pions as shown in table (4), which wi l l be outlined in section 2-2. The

lower range of 9 p l (0-1.0°) is refered to the effect of Coulomb field and



(he relative wider angle up to 3.0° is a result from llie effect of

diffraction on the or.tor surface of target nucleus. The listed numbers of

RD events for u>() ai 200 A GeV are extracted from Refs. (5, 6). It is clear

that these ILD events increase with the energy and charge of the

incident beam. The dislocation ratio of ' - C into three clusters of ex-

pat tides at 4,5 AGeV is nearly three times the splitting I 6 O (200 A GeV)

into 4 (i-particles. One of the reasons for this may be due to the

difference in the duration lime for passing the projectile inside the

Coulomb field of the target nucleus.

Also, the latter conditions could be applied of selection criteria for

(ii|,=0) events of 7Li-Em. interactions at 3.0 A GeV in order to determine

the two easily identified fragments of Z = I and Z= 2, since the incident

projectile has a charge Z = 3. These selected events are tabulated in table

(2). compared with other collected data<s- l 2 ' 29-31) j n e difference in the

ED events ratios in case of incident (>Li and 7 L i at nearly the same total

energy is due lo the difference between (he binding energy per

nucleon (B.K./N) and the size of their nuclei. The nucleus of 7 L i

contains seven nucleons characterised by smaller size with higher

(B.Li./N) than that of 6 L i nucleus. Therefore, it is easier for ( >Li -nuc leus

to be dislocated in the case of bombarding the same target and incident

with the same total energy of 7 Li nucleus. For this reason, the larger

value of tiie BD events ratio for f>Li than that for 12C nucleus at the same

energy per nucleon could be interpreted. This is clear from the given

dala in table (2).



2.2 Inelastic and i: u mean free paths ( A , , , , XEn) and their

corresponding cross-section ((Tj,, , o,.,,):

Table (2) represents the total observed inelastic, peripheral and

electromagnetic interactions. Tlie results extracted from references (4,

5, 12 and 29-31) are also incorporated. From this table, we can say that ED

events as a percentage of the total inelastic events increases with the

projectile energy. Meanwhile, the measured vaiue of XED decreases as

the incident projectile charge and energy increase. The total inelastic

cross - sections a,,,, are estimated from the relation O"j,, = (n,.n hin)-
1, where

nc i i , in our type of emulsion, is (he effective concentration of the

emulsion nuclei = X ni a i /Z o"i = 3.78 x 1O22 atoms/c.c. However, this

number takes the value,of 3.2 x IO22 atoms/c.c. (5 ' -11) for prepared

emulsion in CERN SPS at 200 A GeV; whereas Xllt is taken as the observed

mean free path for each beam. In order to obtain an absolute value of .

the electromagnetic dissociation cross-sections o>i rs, the measured value

of A.,,, in the emulsion must be converted into an absolute cross-section

on Ag target component which is the heaviest and most abundont

element in the emulsion. The estimated ah:L> for UD events on Ag target is

then calculated from the relation a = Upk, where p is the concentration

of Ag nuclei in the emulsion - 1.028X10^2 atoms/cc and f is a weight

factor = 0.67 for this target component reaching unity for the emulsion

as a whole.

On the other hand, the values of Lorentz factor y's and the

maximum photon energy By"1"" (hey/b , n i n ) lor Ag target nucleus at

Dubna energies and at higher energies are calculated as indicated in

table (2). cosidcrinji bmiii=R|)+R|- This is briefly discussed in sec. I. it was

found that at lower energies (3.0 & 4.5 A GeV), the y values are (3.2 &



4.8) and the corresponding Ey" iax 's values range from (72 - 100 MeV)

for Carbon and Lithium projectiles. Whereas these values increase at

ultrarclattvislic energies approaching (y = 215) and Ey
l l iax = 4.64 and 3.91

GeV for Oxygen and Sulpher beams at 200 A GeV respectively.lt could be

concluded that at lower incident energies (3.0 - 4.2 A GeV), the photon

flux energy of Ag target ( l iy"1 1 1*) is 'ess than the threshold of

pionization, while for incident 2 8Si (14.5 A GeV), it wilt be enough to

produce pions having a mass about 140 MeV. But in case of the incident

1 f 'O (60 A GeV) it is equal or slightly larger that the threshold of A-

resonances (1232 MeV). However, at incident 200 A GeV 1 6O and 3 2S
i • •

projectiles, it could produce A-resonances which are consequently

dissociated into protons and pions. The present results of 7 L i and t 2 C

strongly support as there is no pions associated with the pure ED events.

The pions accompanied the seperated events due to d i f f ract ion

dissociation is clear from (able (4) which confirms the present

t echn ique .

H g . (2) represents the a,. ,> obtained in the present work as

exemplified in other experiments ( | S 2() > for the reactions carried out by

different detection techniques. This shows that a E D takes similar values

despite of different detectors and reactions. It could be concluded that in

spite of Hie hetrogeniuty of emulsion target, it can be used generally to

measure the H.D cross-sections.

Fig. (3) illustrates some experimental values of cB r jS as a function

of projectile charge. Also the theoritecal values of the calculated aED 'S

from WW method <"> for the relativistic heavy ion reactions with l 9 7 Au

target at Bcvalac energies are included. Here, the calculated a E D values



approach large values for both ultrurclativistic energy (>IOOA GeV) and

high projectile charge as denoted in reference (18).

From this, it could be implied that there is a fair agreement between the

present results Tor light projectile charge with the calculated values at

various energies.

The topologies of lithium and carbon interactions of the present

work at Dubna energies are tabulated in table (3). For comparison , the

corresponding results of oxygen, silicon and sulpher interactions at

higher energies extracted from references (5 and 29-31), are also
\ ' i

included. As shown from table (3), the percentage of ED events increase

with both energy and charge of incident beam.

Table (4) represents the different modes of carbon breakup at 4.5

AGeV in.side the emulsion target (mainly due to the electromagnetic

field of Ag target nucleus component). Their numbers, fractions and

observed partial cross sections are listed. The relative majority of events

lies in the channels of producing I He, 2He and 3He respectively. This

reveals qualitaliveiy that the relative production rates of cc-particlcs in

the projectile fragmentation processes arc consistant with that values

at different projectiles and energies l'>. The largest yield of ED events

occured in case of emission of one He-fragment associated with

complete desintigrution of the projectile. This result shows that with

decreasing He-multiplicity, the surface-excitation energy of the

projectile spectator increases. Also, the results confirm the same

conclusions from the distributions of He fragments produced from

nuclear events '^2 ' , which implies the limiting fragmentation behavior

of the llc-mulliplicity distribution.

10



C o 11 c 111 x i o it s:

1) The observation HD events can be seperated into two groups

according to the Coulomb and diffraction dissociation mechanisms.

2) The dissociation probability of f>Li projectile is larger than that

for incident 7 Li-nucleus at nearly the same total energy. This is may be

due to larger nuclear size and smaller binding energy per nucleon tor

61 ;
1 LI . . ,

3) The emulsion target can be used to measure the ED cross section

in spile of its hetrogeniuty.

4) From this work, we can say that CT^D'S increase as the incident

energy and the charge increases.

5) The results shows that with decreasing the fragment

multiplicity in ihe BD events, the surface-excitation energy of the

projectile spectator increases. This implies the limiting fragmentation

behavior of the He-multiplicity distribution.

()) There is a fair agreement between the present results for light

projectile charges with the calculated values at various energies.

7) We still need more kinenialical analysis to calculate diffraction

dissociation a D l / s for different projectiles at various energies which

enable us to accurately differentiate between the two mechanisms of

dissociation.
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Table (1) :
The (rih=O) events and the selected one due to both Coulomb and diffraction

dissociation in I2C-Em. at 4.5 AGeV/c and 16O-Em. at 200AGeV. The separation of them are
deduced from the experimental data.

The projectile
and energy

Total analysed
events

nh = 0 events
(peripheral coll.
+Coul. & diff. diss.
+ Simulated E.D.)

ED events
(Coulomb diss. +

diff. Diss.)
Pure E.D. event
(Coulomb diss. )

Diff. Diss. on
target (associated

with Dions)
The dissociation

into a-fragments
only

Diffractive Diss.
into a-fragmnts

Reference

12C (4.5 A GeV/c)
No. of events

1000

98

60

21

39

8
C~»3ct

2
C + Em.-* 3a + low
energy jjarticle.

Present work

%

-

9.8 ± 1.0

6.0 ± 0.77

2.1 ± 0.45

3.90 ± 0.6

0.80 ± 0.30

0.22 ±0.15

'60(200 A GeV)
No. of events

920

112

92

-

3

2 in all scaned
2934 events
Ref. (5. 6)

-

I2.OO±1.13

10.00±l.00

-

0.30±0.06

0.07±0.05

Table (2):
Topologies of 6Li, 7Li and 12C-Em. interactions at Dubna energies compared with

I 6O, 28Si and 32S-Em. at higher energies.

Type of
projectile and
energy (A GeV)

Total no., of
analysed incl.
interactions
nh=o events.
Fraction %
E.D. events
Fraction %

Nuclear radius*
Binding energy#

B.E.(in MeV)
B.E./N

Lorcntz factor(y)
Emajc(MeV)
T

References

6Li (4.5)

968

147
(15.2±1.25)

70
(7.2±0.86)

2.55 fm
32.09

5.35
4.51
99.4

12

7Li (3.00)

970

136
(14.02*1.2)

45
(4.64±0.7)

2.42
39.25

5.61
3.22
72.0

Present
work

12C (4.5)

1000

98
(9.8±1.0)

60
(6.0±0.77)

2.46 fm
92

7.7
4.51
100.5

Present
work

I6O (60)

528

31
(5.87±1.05)

2.73 fm
128

8
64.41
1392.3

29

16O (200)

920

112
(12.0011.13)

92
(10.00±1.00)

2.73 fm
128

8
214.71
4641.1

5

2»Si (14.6)

1510

136
(9.00±0.77)

4.25 fm
232

8.4
15.57
288.6

31

32S(200)

1354

_

197
(14.55±1.04)

.4.44 fm
273.5

8.53
214.71
3911.0

30

* Ref.(11)
#Ref. (13)



Table (3) :
The nuclear mean free path's and inelastic cross sections

compared with the corresponding ED. mean free path and OE.D.'S for different
projectiles at various energies.

Type of
projectile

and
energy

?Li3
3.0 A GeV

12Q>
4.5 A GeV

I6O8

200AGeV
3 2S1 6

200AGeV

^•int.

(cm)

15.2±0.5

14.4±0.33

12.0±2.00

9.2±2.00

^•E.D.

(cm)

351.3±49.6

236.0±28.2

96.0±5.0

42.0+2.0

O"int.

(mb)

I740.5±20.0

1837.2±20.0

2620.0±50.0

3100.0±70.0

0"E.D.

(mb)

50.50±0.6

75.11±0.5

198.96±11.3

464.20±21.9

Ref.

Present
work

Present
work

(5)

(5)

Table (4):
The modes of fragmentation channels of 12C projectile at

4.5AGeV/c for the selected ED. events and their ratios relative to the total
inelastic events. Their experimental partial cross section are also included.

Fragmentation Mode

C -» B + H + 2pions
-> Be + He
- t Be + He + (pions 2-4)
-* 2Li + (2pions)
-> Li + He + (2-5pions)
-» 2Li + (2pions)
-> Li + (2-5) hadrons
-> 3 He
—> 3 He + one hadron
-» 2 He + hadrons
-> 1 He + hadrons
-> hadrons (Up to 9)

No., of events
and its fraction*

2 (0.2 ± 0.14)
1 (0.1 ± 0.1)

5 (0.5 ± 0.22)
1 (0.1 ± 0.1)

2 (0.2 ± 0.14)
1 (0.1 ± 0.1)

6 (0.6 ± 0.24)
8 (0.87 ± 0.3)
2 (3.3 + 0.2)

10 (17.0 + 5.4)
15 (25.0 ± 6.5)
7 (12.0 ± 4.5)

Observed cross sections
in mb

3.67±0.4
1.84±0.2
9.20±0.7
1.84+0.20
3.67±0.4
1.8410.2

11.02±0.8
14.70±1.0
3.67±0.4
I8.37±1.3
27.56±2.2
12.8610.8
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Figure Captions

Fig. la. The calibration curve for charge identification, giving a linear relation between
the number of 5-rays Ns/cm and Z2.

Fig lb . The distribution of the no. of 6-rays/cm for incident carbon at 4.2 A GeV.

Fig. lc . The distribution of the no. of <S-rays/cm for or-projectile fragments emerging
from 12C dissociation into 3a.

Fig. 2. The values of the experimental <TED$ ( in bam) for the 7Li and 12C-Em interac-
tions is shown in («-l) and (»-2) points as a function of projectile charge Zp. Also, the
experimental values <7ED's for different relativistic heavy ion collision with 59Co target
nucleus are represented by (•) symbol. The calculated OED according to WW method
are indicated by (o) symbol.

Fig. 3. The electromagnetic dissociation cross sections <JED$ (in barn) for the 7Li and
12C-Em interactions as a function of projectile charge Zp is shown in («-l) and (»-2)
points. The (x-points) represent the experimental values of GED at different relativistic
heavy ion collisions with l97Au target. The calculated values according WW method are
indicated by the dashed line.
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